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[57] ABSTRACT 
vA systemv and method for electrostatic printing in 
which an electrostatic latent image charge configura 
tion is established on the non-conducting surface of a 
transfer medium and developed with a liquid toner 
suspension in the form of toner marking particles sus 
pended in a ?uid. The liquid from the liquid toner sus 
pension applied to the transfer medium is removed 
leaving toner particles electrostatically retained 
against the surface of the transfer medium in accor 
dance with the electrostatic latent image charge con 
?guration. A print receiving medium is compressed or 
pressure biased by means of a roller or other means 
having a surface preferably resilient against the trans 
fer medium and the‘ compressed print receiving me 
dium and deposited toner particles are contact heated 
by the pressure roller or means in the transfer area so 
that toner particles are melted and ?xed to the print 
receiving medium in the con?guration of the electro 
static latent image. ‘ 

38 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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CONTACT-TRANSFER ELECTROSTATIC 
PRINTING "SYSTEM - 

This invention relates to a new and improved electro 
- static printing system and method and in particular to 
an electrostatic contact transfer printeror copier for 

I electrostatic printing on plain untreated paper and a 
variety of other untreated surfaces using liquid toner 
marking material. 
By providing a system and method for electrostatic 

printing with liquid toners, the present invention avoids 
the inherent difficulties in handling, confining, and 
conveying dry toners and the unreliability of triboelec 
tric dry particle charging due to variation with atmo 
spheric conditions. Liquid toners, which utilize a differ 
ent charging method than dry toner particles, are less 
subject to changes in ambient conditions. Furthermore, 
the use of liquid toners in combination with the contact 
transfer process of the present invention permit direct 
printing or untreated paper and other surfaces- and ?x 
ing of toner marking material to the paper, print receiv 
ing‘ medium, or other copy surface with much less heat 
than, that required for dry toner particles in conven 
tional electrostatic copiers. Thus, the present invention 
combines the advantages of liquid toner marking mate 
rial with the capability of printing on untreated, plain 
paper or any other print receiving medium or substrate. 

The present invention generally contemplates pro 
' viding a transfer medium formed with a dielectric sur 
face and means for establishing an electrostatic latent 
image on the dielectricsurface of the transfer medium. 
The electrostatic latent image is developedvat a devel 
oping station which applies to the surface of the trans 
fer medium a liquid toner suspension marking material 
preferably in the form of toner marking particles sus 
pended in a liquid and the liquid is thereafter removed 

_ leaving substantially or nearly dry toner particles on the 
transfer medium surface in the charge configuration of 
the electrostatic latent charge image. _ ' 

‘ The invention also contemplates providing a transfer 
and ?xing s‘tationiat which the ‘developed image on the 
transfer. medium is transferred under heat and pressure 
to a print, receiving medium or substrate‘ such as paper. 
The print receiving medium or substrate is compressed 
or pressure biased against'the surface of the transfer 
medium at the same time that heat is applied to the 
print receiving mediumand toner particles so that the 

. toner is melted and ?xed to the print receiving medium. 

In one embodiment, the transfer medium is formed 
in the con?guration of a transfer drum formed with an 
insulative or dielectric outer surface. An imaging sta-v 
tion is provided for establishing on the dielectric sur 
face of the drum an electrostatic latent image during 

‘ rotation of the drum. At the developing station, a liquid 
toner suspension marking material comprising toner 
marking particles suspended in a liquid is applied to the 
electrostatic latent image as heretofore described and 
the liquid carrier is removed from the drum surface by 
a jet of air which leaves substantially dry toner particles 
electrostatically adhered to-the drum surface in the de 
sired charge configuration. The liquid may also be re 
moved, however, by absorption or other drying 
method. 
At the transfer and ?xing station, a roller is provided 

formed with a surface of elastomeric material. The sur 
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face of the roller is maintained at a high temperature 
su?icient to melt the toner particles. The printreceiv 
ing medium is fed between the roller and the transfer 
drum and the roller is compressed or pressure biased 
against the surface of the drum. The toner markingpar 
ticles on the transfer drum. surface are thereby melted 
and ?xed to the transfer medium in the con?guration 
of the electrostatic latent image. . 
While the pressure roller need not be formed with a 

surface of rubber or other elastomeric material and 
can, in fact, be formed with a solid surface, a feature 
and advantage of the rubber or other elastomer surface 
is that the elastomer cushions the contact between the 
hot roller and transfer drum and furthermore, because 
of the deformation of the elastomer, increases the 
transfer area and, therefore, the length of time avail 
able for melting and transferring the toner particles to 
the print receiving medium. The increased transfer 
area and increased time of ?xing tends to compensate 
for any irregularity of the paper or print receiving me 

' dium'and the dielectric coated transfer drum. A poten 
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tial can be applied across the drum and roller further 
to assist the transfer of toner onto the paper or print re 
ceiving medium. _ ' ’ 

According to another aspect of the invention, the 
transfer drum or other transfer surface is automatically 
cleaned after the developed image is transferred from 
the drum surface to the print receiving medium and any 
latent charge remaining on the insulative or dielectric 
drum surface is also removed so that the transferdrum 
or other transfer medium surface is prepared for re 
ceiving and developing another electrostatic latent im 

’ age. 
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. fer medium surface in the con?guration 
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A variety of electrostatic latent imaging stations for 
establishing on the dielectric surface 'of the transfer_ 
drum or other transfer medium an electrostatic charge 
image con?guration is provided by the present inven 
tion. Thus, an ion corona source such as a line corona 
source is provided spaced from the transfer drum or 
other transfer medium surface. The transfer drum is ro 
tated or the transfer medium is translated relative to 
the actuated line corona source and resultant ion 
.stream whichis directed towardthe transfer medium 
surface. In one form. of the invention, a two 
dimensional screen is interposed between the ion 
source and transfer medium surface and is translated in 
synchronism with the transfer medium surface. The 
two-dimensional screen‘ is a gmultilayered apertured 
screen including at least an insulative layer and a con 
ductive layer for supporting a double-‘layer charge elec-> 
trostatic latent image across the surface of the screen 
providing fringing ?elds of force withinthe apertures of 
the screen of selected orientations and strengths for se 
lectively blocking and enhancing the flow of ions or 
other charge particles directed through the apertures of 
the screen from the line corona source. The stream of 
ions is thereby selectively controlled over a continuous 
range providing continuous grey-scale control and the 
ions or other charge particles are thereby selectively 
deposited on the transfer drum surface or other trans 

of the image to 
be reproduced. ‘ " " ' ' 

A double layer charge electrostatic latent image can 
be established on the modulating apertured screen at 
an optical imaging station by ?rst initially charging the 
screen to provide a uniform double layer charge on ei 
ther side of the insulative layer of the screen and there 
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after selectively dissipating the charges across the 
screen in accordance with the relative intensities of an 
image projected on the screen. In this arrangement, the 
insulative layer of the screen consists of a photocon 
ductive insulating material. 

In one alternative form of the electrostatic latent im 
aging station, a stationary ion ?ow or charged particle 
flow screen modulator is interposed between the ion 
source and transfer medium surface. The stationary 
modulator consists of a multi~layered bar of an insula 
tive layer with a continuous conductive layer formed 
on ‘one side and a segmentedconductive layer formed 
on the other side. At least one row of apertures is 
formed through the bar so that a segment of the seg 
mented conductive layer substantially surrounds one of 
the apertures and so- that each aperture is separately 
electrically addressable through the conductive seg 
ments while a selected ?xed potential is applied to the 
continuous conductive layer on the other side for con 
trolling the ?ow of ions-v or other charged particles di 
rected through the apertures of the screen to deposit 
charges on the dielectric surface of the transfer me 
dium in a desired con?guration. ' 
A variety of other imaging stations can be provided 

for establishing an electrostatic latent image directly on 
the transfer mediumsurface including conventional xe 
rographic imaging stations. 
The invention further contemplates the provision of 

unique liquid toners in the electrostatic printing system 
and method. For the various liquid toners, the inven 
tion thus contemplates a liquid toner suspension in 
which dry xerographic toner particles are suspended in 
a resistive'carrier ?uid. The dry toner particles are of 
the type consisting of a resin matrix containing pigment 
particles, dyes and other chemicals. These‘particles are 
‘suspended in the carrier liquid, and various charge con 
trol agents can also be added to the suspension to mod 
ify the electrophoretic mobility characteristics of the 
particles. Preferably, toner particles with average parti 
cle size from one micron to thirty microns are used. A 
suspending liquid that does not appreciably attack or 
soften the resin matrix of the particles is used, for ex 
ample, an aliphatic hydrocarbon liquid or a ?uorocar 
bon liquid, and the resin matrix of the toner particles 
is selected to have a low melting point. 

' While the present invention is described herein pri 
marily with reference to its advantages in printing on 
plain bond and untreated paper, the systems and meth 
ods of the present invention are applicable of course 
for printing or copying on any print receiving medium 
or substrate including cloth, metal foil, plastic ?lms, 
wood, and generally any smooth material. 
Other objects, features and advantages of the present 

invention will become apparent in the following speci? 
cation and accompanying drawings. ' - 

FIGS. 1A through 1D diagrammatically illustrate th 
essential steps of the process contemplated‘by the pres 
ent invention; 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic side view of an electrostatic 

printing system according to the present invention; 
FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic side view of another electro 

static printing system showing an alternative form of an 
electrocstatic latent imaging station; ‘ 

' FIG. 3A is a detailed, fragmentary plan view of the 
imaging, station; - ' 

FIGS. 4 and 4A are a fragmentary, plan view and side 
cross-sectional view, respectively, of the multilayered 
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4 
bar modulator for modulating the ‘stream of ions origi 
nating from a line corona source; and 
FIGS. 5 and 5A are a diagrammatic side view and 

plan view, respectively, of an alternate electrostatic la 
tent imaging'station using a wire line corona source. 
The general system and method contemplated by the 

present invention for printing on plain, untreated paper 
or other print receiving medium while maintaining the 
advantages of using a liquid toner are illustrated dia~ 
grammatically in FIGS. 1A through D. In FIG. 1A, the 
transfer medium in the form of a transfer plate 10 is 
formed by a base 11 coated with a layer 12 of dielectric 
material. An electrostatic latent image in the form of a 
con?guration of charges 13 is established on the dielec 
tric layer 12 by conventional xerographic techniques or 
other electrostatic latent imaging methods speci?cally 
contemplated by the present invention and hereinafter 
more fully described. The charges are illustrated as 
positive, but may be either positive or negative. The 
plate 11 is typically metal although any conductive ma 
terial can be used. The dielectric coating 12 may be of 
any non-conducting material. Preferably, the dielectric 
material is hard and durable with a high dielectric con 
stant, for example, a high PbO-content glass. 
As shown in FIG. 1B, the latent charge image formed 

on the dielectric, layer 12 is developed using a special 
liquid toner consisting of relatively large particles of 
toner material such as particles. of a resin matrix with 
carbon black or other colorant in the resin matrix, 
which'particles are suspended in a non-conductive liq 
uid. The characteristics of the unique toner of the pres 
ent invention are described more fully hereinafter. In 
the process contemplated by the present invention, the 
ultimate transfer and ?xing of the developed latent 
charge image involves the dry toner particles. To this 
end, the liquid carrier of the suspension which wets the 
dielectric layer is substantially removed. Advantages to 
removing the liquid include less liquid carrier trans 
ferred to the transfer medium, less heat required for 
transfer, fewer carrier vapors generated by evaporation 
of the liquid carrier, and more precise and controllable ’ ' 
transfer of the dry toner particles. According-to one 
method for removing the liquid, an air knife 18 is pro 
vided which by means of an air jet blows off the liquid 
leaving the solid toner particles electrostatically re 
tained againstthe dielectric surface 12 undisturbed. 
For the air jet, saturated air is preferably used to mini 
mize vaporization of the carrier ?uid which is collected 
after being blown off for reuse. Other techniques such 
as absorbent rollers and driers can be used to remove 
the liquid. Thus, FIG. 18 represents the toning or de 
veloping and liquid removal steps showing the solid 
toner particles 14 retained in position in the con?gura 
tion of the latent charge image after the removal of the 
liquid. 
FIG. 1C represents the transfer step according to 

which a transfer medium such as a piece of plain, un 
treated paper 15 is fed or placed in position directly 
over or adjacent the developed or toned image and a 
heated roller 16 is rolled across the transfer plate 10 
and print receiving medium 15 between which the 
toner particles 14 of the developed latent charge image 
are “sandwiched.” The heated roller 16 rolls under 
pressure across the “sandwich” melting the toner and 
causing it to stick in the fonn of an image 17 to the 
transfer sheet or other print receiving medium 15. Be 
cause heat is transferred from the heated roller through 
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the paper, the toner nearest the paper is completely 
melted, and flows into and. adheres tenaciously to the 
paper ?bers. Toner particles adjacent to the transfer 
plate are not melted or are incompletely melted, and 
‘therefore do not adhere to the transfer plate. ln the 
?nal step, FlG. 1D, the ?nished copy bearing the de 
sired toner image 17 which has been transferred and 
?xed is removed from the transfer plate 11). The dielec 
tric surface 12 of the transfer plate 111 is then cleaned 
of the small amount of toner particles remaining. Any 
remaining latent charge is also removed,- for example, 
by wiping with alcohol or acetone, by exposure to AC 
corona, or exposure to DC corona of opposite sign to 
the remaining latent image charge. The transfer plate 
is then ready for reuse. . 
A continuous electrostatic printer or copier embody 

ing the system and method of the present invention-is 
illustrated in FIG. 2. As shown in FlG. 2, the automatic 
copying apparatus is in the starting position for a copy 
ing or printing cycle with the heated pressure roller 30 
withdrawn or disengaged from the transfer drum, and 
the modulated aperture electrostatic printing screen 42 
for electrostatic latent imaging onto the transfer drum 
31 is in raised position as hereinafter more fully de 
scribed. While the hot roller 30 can be formed with a 
rigid ‘solid surface, preferably a layer 32 of rubber or 
other elastomeric material is provided around the sur— 
face of the drum for cushioning the shock of engage 
ment between the surfaces of the roller 30 and drum 31 
and to increase the surface contact area between the 
roller 30 and drum 31 because of the deformation of 
the elastomeric layer 32. This increase in surface area 
contact increases ,the length of time for melting and 
transferring toner deposited on the surface of drum 31 
onto a print receiving medium sandwiched between the 
roller and drum. The transfer drum 31 is coated with 
alayer 33v of dielectric material for retaining a latent 
image charge con?guration established on the dielec 
tric layer at the imaging stationhereinafter more fully 
described. A release agent such as a silicone can also 
be applied to the transfer drum surface to improve re 
movability of toner particles and marking material. The 
heated roller 30 and transfer drum 31' are rotated, re 
spectively, in the direction of the arrows by motors (not 
shown) so that the surface velocities are identical. 
On-the side of drum 31 opposite roller 30 an ion co 

rona source 34 is provided for directing a stream of 
ions toward the dielectric surface 33 of transfer drum 
31. To this end, a back electrode is provided on the in 
side of the drum either in the form of a stationary elec 
trode to which a ?xed potential is applied or in the form 
of a conductive inner surface 39 of the drum to which 
the ?xed potential is applied by means of brushes dur 
ing rotation of the drum. The corona source 34 in this 
example is formed by a wire 35 parallel with the axis of 
rotation of the transfer drum to provide a line source 
of ions and a line stream in the direction of the dielec 
tric surface 33. 
The ion stream directed towards dielectric surface 33 

is selectively modulated during rotation of the drum by 
means of a two-dimensional multilayered apertured 
screen 42 which supports a double layer charge elec 
trostatic latent image. The screen 42 includes at least 
a conductive layer 36 and a photoconductive insulating 
layer 37. At optical imaging station 38 offset from the 
roller axis this double layer charge latent image in 
tended to be reproduced is established. According to 
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6 
one method, the photoconductive insulating layer 37 is 
initially uniformly charge over one side by means of, 
for example, a corona spray. A ?xed potential applied 
to conductive layer 36 results in an equal and opposite 
charge layer being attracted to the other side of photo 
conductive insulating layer 37 so that a uniform double 
layer charge of equal and opposite charges is estab 
lished across the face of the screen. This initially uni 
form double layer charge is selectively dissipated or 
equalized by means of an optical image projected onto 
the photoconductive layer 37 via lens 40 rendering the 
photoconductive layer selectively conductive in pro 
portion to the intensity of light striking the layer per 
mitting the charge selectively to leak away through the 
conductive layer 36 or selectively to equalize with the 
potential of the conductive layer 36 so that the double 
layer charge latent electrostatic image con?guration is 
established. A variety of other screen constructions and 
con?gurations and other charging and electrostatic la 
tent image forrning arrangements and methods are de 
scribed in further detail in US. Pat. application, Ser. 
No. 776,146, entitled Apparatus For Aperture Con 
trolled Electrostatic'lmage Reproduction Or Constitu 
tion, now US. Pat. No. 3,647,291,-assigned to the as 
signee of the present case. .As a result of the double. 
charge layers established across the screen, internal 
fringing ?elds of force‘are established within the aper 
tures 41 of the screen of selected strength and orienta 
tion for precisely controlling passage of ions. or other 
charge particles directed through the apertures of the 
screen by blocking the flow, enhancing the ?ow, and 
controlling the?ow over a continuous range providing 
substantially continuous grey-scale control. 
While the optical imaging station 38 has been de 

scribed with reference to the multilayered apertured 
screen techniques described in the above referenced 
patent application, conventional xerographic and elec 
trostatic imaging techniques can obviously be used to 
establish the electrostatic latent image on the dielectric 
surface 'of drum 31. 
After the screen 42 has been prepared and imaged, 

it is transported downward at the same velocity as the 
dielectric surface 33 of drum 31 as the drum rotates. 
The ion'projection corona source wire 35 is then ener 
gized while the screen passes between the ion source 
and the drum causing an image-wise charge deposition 
on the dielectric surface 33. - 

As the drum continues to rotate, the resulting latent 
charge image is carried into the development unit 43 
where the liquid'toner suspension is deposited on the 
latent chargeirnage in accordance with well known 
techniques, and past the air knife 44 where excess 
toner liquid carrier is blown back into the development 
unit 43 leaving substantially dry toner particles on 
drum surface 33.. Fresh toner is brought in through inlet 
45 and the depleted toner liquid partially depleted of 
the toner particles carried in the liquid is removed 
through toner outlet 46 to‘a tank (not shown) where 
the liquid is regenerated by addition of more toner par 
ticles. By using saturated air in the air knife, vaporiza 
tion of the liquid carrier is minimized. ' 
The dry or substantially dry toner particles electro 

statically adhering to the dielectric surface 33 in the 
con?guration of the image to be transferred is carried 
toward the hot roller transfer zone 47. When the lead 
ing edge of the toned developed image has reached a 
predetermined position, the solenoid 50 is actuated 
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which drives the heated roller 30 against a piece of 
paper 51 previously positioned between the roller 30 
and drum 31 on the paper feed’ chute 52. The elasto 
meric surface 32 of roller 30 is compressed against the 
dielectric surface 33 of drum 31 with the paper sand 
wiched in between and the toner is melted by the heat 
originating from roller‘32 and conducted through the 
paper so that the toner adheres to and is transferred to 
the paper 51. An electric ?eld can be applied across the 
transfer drum and roller to assist transfer of marking 
material to the paper-or other print receiving medium. 
Because of the synchronized movements of the roller 
30 and drum 31, there is'no relative motion between 
the roller, paper and drum in the transfer zone 47 so 
that smearing and distortion of the transferred image is 
avoided. ‘After the last part of the paper 51 with the 
transferred image has passed the transfer zoner 47, the 
solenoid 50 is deactivated permitting the return spring 
53 to retract the hot roller 30 from contact with the di 

' electric coated drum 31. Application of excessive heat 
to the drum is thereby prevented. 

' A short distance beyond the transfer zone 47 a copy 
removal chute 54 is provided for'removing the toned 
copy paper 51 from the dielectric coated drum 31. 
Most of the toner applied in development of the elecé 
trostatic latent image is transferred to the copy paper 
51 and fused during the transfer process. The small 
amount of toner remaining on the drum, typically less 
than 5 percent of the initial amount, is not fused and 
this powdery toner remainder is easily removed by 
cleaning roller 55. Any charge remaining from the la 
tent charge image on the dielectric surface 33'is re 
moved by the discharging corona 56 so that the dielec 
tric surface 33 is fully prepared for receiving another 
charge image at the imaging station. Alternatively, or 
in addition, a roll of treated fabric can be applied 
against the drum surface for both charge removal and 
cleaning. . 

While the temperature of roller 30 depends to some 
extent upon the toner used and the speed of operation 
of the copier, a roller temperature of between 200°F 
and 600°F has been found satisfactory. A pressure be 
tween the heated roller 30 and drum 31 of between 2 
pounds per lineal inch and 100 pounds per lineal inch 
can be used in the transfer, the range in pressure de 
pending on the smoothness and heat conductivity of 
the. paper or-other print receiving medium used. 
While the electrostatic printing and copier system of 

FIG. 2 has been described with reference to the use of 
a dielectric coated transfer drum 31 for the transfer 
surface, ‘it is alsopossible to use a photoconductive sur 
face for the transfer drum or other transfer medium. A 
photoconductive material for such’ a'photoconductive 
surface might'be, for example, amorphous selenium 
doped with arsenic or tellurium. With a photoconduc 
tive surface, conventional xerographic and electro 
static imaging techniques can be used for directly 
charging the drum surface. A disadvantage of the use 
of photoconductive materials for the surface of drum 
31, however, is that photoconductors tend to be of soft 
and fragile materials easily damaged by abrasion and 
subject to heat damage. Thus, a tough, durable, dielec 
tric coated surface is preferred. 
The desirable characteristics for the dielectric sur 

face include durability, smoothness, good toner re 
lease, and a‘high dielectric constant. A high dielectric 
constant material accommodates a thicker coating of 
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toner without an initial excessive voltage or potential 
accumulation in the electrostatic latent image. Further 
more, with a high dielectric constant material for the 
transfer surface, the image holding forces retaining the 
toner particles against the transfer surface are in 
creased, reducing any tendency for disruption of the 
toned image during the liquid removal step. On the 
other hand, the dielectric constant should not be so 
high as to interfere in the transfer step. As an example 
of a satisfactory dielectric coating material for the 
transfer drum 31, a steel drum can be coated uniformly 
to a thickness of 42 microns with a high PbO-content 
glass. The glass is selected with a dielectric constant of 
18 yielding a smooth and durable image copy. With 
these materials and parameters, a substantially linear 
high velocity jet such as an air knife or other air jet suf 
ficient to remove excess liquid does not disturb the 
toner particles retained against the transfer surface and 
the release of toner to the plain paper during transfer 
and ?xing exceeds 95 percent. 
A continuous electrostatic printer or copier using an 

other type of electrostatic latent imaging station is illus 
trated diagrammatically in FIG. 3. Except for the imag 
ing station the printer or copier is essentially the same 
as that illustrated in FIG. 2 and corresponding elements 
are numbered the same. The electrostatic latent imag 
ing station 60 incorporated in the system of FIG. 3 is 
of the type described in US. Pat. application, Ser. No. 
864,022 entitled Electrostatic Line Printer, now US. 
Pat. No. 3,689,935 and assigned to' the assignee of the 
present case. As shown in FIGS. 3, 3A, 4 and 4A the 
latent charge image con?guration is established on the 
dielectric surface 33 of transfer drum 31 by means of 
a multilayered apertured modulator 61 formed by a 
central layer 62 of insulative material coated on one 
side with a substantially continuous conductive layer 
63 and on the other side by a segmented layer 64. A 
row of apertures 65 is formed through the multilayered 
elements so that each segment 66 of the segmented 
conductive layer 64 surrounds an aperture 65. Each of 
the conductive segments 66 of the segmented conduc 
tive layer is insulativelyisolated from every other seg 
ment and terminates in a terminal 67 for separately 
electrically addressing the segments of the segmented 
conductive layer. ‘ 
The multilayered apertures line or bar modulator 61 

is aligned adjacent the surface 33 of the transfer drum 
31 substantially parallel with the axis of rotation of the 
drum and a row of point corona sources 68 is provided 
along the side of the modulator opposite the drum. 
Each of the point corona sources 68 is substantially in 
line with one of the apertures 65 and the ion sources 68 
direct a line or row stream of ions through the aper 
tures of the line modulator in the direction of the back 
electrode 39 which may be, for example, the metal base 
of drum 31. The line or row stream of ions directed 
through the line or row of apertures of the modulator 
is selectively modulated in its cross-sectional flow den 
sity according to the sequence of selected signals 
switched and applied to the terminals 67 of the seg 
mented layer. At the same time a constant potential is 
applied to the continuous conductive layer 63 so that 
fringing ?elds of force are established within the aper 
tures between the continuous conductive layer 63 and 
the segment of the segmented conductive layer 64. The 
lines of force established within the apertures of the bar 
or line modulator are of selected orientations and 
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strengths for continuous grey-scale control over the la 
tent electrostatic image charge con?guration deposited 
on the dielectric surface 33 of the transfer drum 31. 
As shown in FIGS. 5 and 5A, instead of the row of 

point corona sources 68 a line ‘corona source such as 
a corona wire 70 can be used as the source of the ion 
stream directed through ‘the apertures "65 of the line 
modulator 61. A variety of related multilayered aper 
tured line or bar modulators applicable for a use in the 
present invention are set forth in the US. Pat. applica 
tion», Ser. No. 864,022 referred to above. 
The main requirement for the toner material used in 

thesystem and method of the present invention is that 
the developed toner image be easily and efficiently 
transferrable to plain paper using conducted heat as de 
scribed above. Conventional dry xerographic toner ma 
terial can be used satisfactorily in a completely dry pro 
0.655 in the systems described above, for example, Sun 
Chemical Corporation “Excello” toner with a cascade 
type of development; Addressograph-multigraph Cor 
poration “B‘runing 2000” toner with a magnetic brush 
type of developmentyor Sun Chemical Corporation “R 
415-64” used with a powder cloud type of develop 
ment. In the completely dry ‘embodiment of the process 
the dry toner materials are deposited on the transfer 
drum according to the latent charge imagine con?gura 
tion. The remainder of the process, comprising transfer 
and fusing to print receiving means, drum cleaning, and 
drum discharging is the same as previously described. 
in the preferred'form however the present invention 
contemplates a unique toner marking material com 
prising toner marking materials suspended in a liquid 
carrier in order to obtain bene?ts of liquid toner sys 
tems. ' r , 

The present invention particularly contemplates the 
use of a novel liquid toner suspension for ef?cient ap 

- plication in the heating and contact transfer methods 
and‘ systems described above. ln conventional liquid 
electrophoretic' toners, pigment particles such as car 
bon black are suspended directly in a liquid carrier 
along with resin or other ‘polymer particles. The pig 
ment material is generally suspended in the liquid car 
rier' and becomes deposited in particulate form upon 
evaporation of the liquid after deposition. The pieg 
ment particles because of their yery small particle size 
adhere tenaciously to the dielectric transfer plate and 
are therefore di?icult to transfer with heat. Further 
more because of the low ratio of polymer resin material 
to pigment material the conventional liquid toner is rel 
atively unaffected by the application of heat. Further 
more, while contact electrostatic transfer of the con 
ventional liquid toner image is possible and has been 
done, it is subject to the disadvantages of having to 
contact the paper against wet solvent and solvent va 
porization which are avoided by the present invention. 

Therefore in accordance with one aspect of the pres 
ent invention a liquid toner suspension is provided in 
the form of dry toner particles of a resin orpolymer 
matrix containing pigment particles or dyes and option 
ally charge control chemicals. The particles ‘are sus 
pended in a non-conducting liquid. The resin or binder 
matrix can be any thermoplastic material such as, for 
example, styrene polymer or styrene-acrylate copoly 
met. A relatively high resin or polymer binder content‘ 
is provided in the particle material with the resin or 
‘polymer content being in the range of approximately 
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50-95 percent by weight while the pigment or colorant 
material content is inthe range of approximately 5-50 
percent weight. 
The particle size should fall in a range from 1 micron 

to 30 microns in order to permit effective and efficient 
transfer of particles from the dielectric transfer surface _ 
to the print receiving medium. This provides signifi 
cantly increased transfer capability over conventional 
liquid toners in which the particle size is typically less 
than 0.1 micron diameter. While the preferred average 
particle size is in therange from 1 micron to 30 mi 
crons, the particle size distribution can be either nar 
row (mono-dispersed) or wide (poly-dispersed). 
The resin or polymer material can be selected with a 

melting point considerably lower than the 300°~350°F 
melting point of conventional dry toners. Thus a melt 
ing point as low as 150°F can be selected. Because of 
the low melting point heat fixing and contact transfer 
can be effected 'at higher speed and at lower tempera 
tures with lower'energy and power or requirements. in 
conventional xerographic equipment using dry toner 
particles such a low melting point will result in agglom 
eration, aggregation and degradation of the dry toner 
particles during handling by'the mechanical handling 
equipment. Because there is no mechanical handling of 
dry toners in the present invention the low melting 
point resin matrix material is used in the liquid-toner 
suspension without such problems. 

lnaaddition to the binder of thermoplastic material 
containing pigment or other colorant material the par 
ticles may also contain charge control chemicals such 
as, for example 3, S-calcium di-isopropyl salicylate, 
Versamid 930, or linseed oil. 
The dry toner particles are suspended in a non 

conductive liquid having a resistivity when pure greater 
than approximately 1015 ohm-centimeters. For exam 
ple, a suitable aliphatic hydrocarbon ?uid or ?uorocar 
bon liquid can, be used. The composition of the liquid 
toner suspension is adjusted so that the particles consti 
tute approximately 0.01 percent to 10 percent by 
weight of the suspension and preferably in the range of 

, 0.5-5 percent. The limitation on the range of relative 
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composition of the suspension as between the particles 
and liquid carrier at lower concentrations is the length 
of time to adequately tone the image while at higher 
.concentrations of particles the limiting factor is the 
build-up of dark background in the resultant image. 
Other liquid toner suspension marking material ar 

rangements in accordance with the present invention 
are‘ contemplated. Instead of ' toner particles vof the 
composition described above, latex-type toner'particles 
can be suspended in the carrier ?uid or liquid. In order 
to prepare such a marking material a conventional 
latex polymer material-such as spheres of acrylic plastic 
of selected color suspended in water is used. The latex 
polymer material is subjected to hydrocarbon inversion 
in which the water is removed and the spheres of 
acrylic plastic suspended in hydrocarbon ?uid. Charge 
control agents such as Versamid 930 are added so that 
the particles assume desired electrostatic charges. The 
plastic material of the particles is selected to' have a 
glass transition temperature to provide desired effects. 
For example, the glass transition temperature may be 
selected to be somewhat above or slightly above room 
temperature. At room temperature the plastic particles ' 
are glass-like and solid. The glass-like particles sus-. 
pended in the hydrocarbon fluid are applied to the la 
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tent charge image on the transfer drum, subjected to 
vthe air knife or air jet, and transferred to the paper or 

' other print receiving medium under heat and pressure 
applied by the roller is heretofore described. With a 
glass transition temperature slightly above room tem 
perature heating and power requirements for the roller 
are minimized. Upon melting and becoming plastic the 
plastic particle material soaks into the paper and upon 
exposure to the air undergoes curing and cross-linking. 

Alternatively, with the glass transition temperature 
selected below room temperature the spheres of acrylic 
plastic or other suitable plastic material are in ?uid 
plastic form, forming liquid or ?uid droplets suspended 
in the hydrocarbon carrier. The liquid toner suspension 
marking material‘ is thus effectively a liquid emulsion 
toner. The ?uid droplets are independently and selec 
tively charged by charge control agents so that they ad 
here to the latent charge image while the hydrocarbon 
fluid carrier is blown off by the air knife or air jet. Heat 
ing by the roller is thereby-effectively eliminated in the 
transfer step and the plastic material cures and under 
goes cross-linking upon exposure to the air. 
Other plastic materials in addition to acrylic plastics 

can be used for the suspended spheres such as styrenes 
and epoxies. ' ' 

According to another embodiment the suspended 
particles in the carrier ?uid comprises capsule particles 
of encapsulated liquid marking material which is re 
leased and fixed to the paper or other print receiving 
medium by the pressure roller. The pressure roller can 
‘be used in that event for applying pressure only, or 
pressure and’ low heat. 
Thus as used herein and in the following claims, the 

word “particle” alone is intended to encompass solid 
particles, essentially liquid droplets and capsules‘. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A system for electrostatic printing comprising: 
a transfer medium formed with an insulative surface; 

means for establishing an electrostatic latent image 
on the insulative of said transfer medium; 

meansfor developing the electrostatic latent image 
on the transfer medium with a liquid toner; ' 

means for dry-ing the toner on the transfer medium; 

and means for effecting transfer of the developed 
image from the transfer medium to~a print receiv 
ing medium comprising means for pressure biasing 
a print receiving medium against the surface of the 
transfer medium and means for heating the print 
receiving medium and developed image whereby 
the toner is melted and?xed to the print receiving 
medium. - . 

2. The system of claim 1 wherein said means for dry 
ing the toner on the medium comprises an air knife and 
means for supplying said air knife with air substantially 
saturated with vapors of the liquid toner vehicle. 

3. A system for electrostatic printing comprising: 
a transfer plate formed with an insulative surface; 

. means for establishing a charge con?guration on the 
- insulative surface of thetransfer plate; 

‘means for applying to the charge con?guration on 
the transfer plate a liquid toner marking material 
comprising, toner particles suspended in a non 
conductive liquid; 
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12 
means for removing the liquid leaving toner particles 

retained against the transfer medium in the charge 
con?guration; 

means for applying a print receiving medium under 
pressure against the transfer plate; 

and means for heating the print receiving medium 
and deposited toner particles during pressure 
contact whereby the toner particles are melted and 
?xed to the print receiving medium in the charge 
con?guration. 

4. The system of claim 3 wherein said means for re 
moving the liquid comprises a jet of air substantially 
saturated with vapors of the liquid toner vehicle. 

5. A system for electrostatic printing comprising: 
a transfer drum formed with an insulative outer sur 
face and means for rotating said drum; 

an imaging station for establishing on the surface of 
the drum an electrostatic latent image during rota 
tion of the drum; 

a developing station for applying to an electrostatic 
latent image formed on the surface of the drum a 
liquid toner suspension marking material compris 
ing toner marking particles suspended in a non 
conductive carrier liquid; 

means for removing carrier liquid from liquid toner 
suspension marking material deposited on the 
transfer drum surface thereby leaving toner parti 
cles on the drum surface in the charge con?gura 
tion of the electrosatic latent image; 

a roller formed with a surface of elastomeric material 
positioned adjacent the transfer drum; 

means for feeding a print receiving medium between 
the roller and transfer drum during rotation of the 
transfer drum; 

means for compressing the roller against the surface 
of the drum and means for heating the roller, 
whereby the deposited toner on the transfer drum 
is melted and ?xed to'the transfer medium in the 
configuration of the electrostatic latent image. 

6. The system of claim 5 wherein said means for re 
moving carrier liquid comprises an air knife. 

7. The system of claim 5 wherein said means for re 
moving carrier liquid comprises means for physically 
separating said carrier liquid from said toner particles. 

8. The system’of claim 5 wherein said means for re 
moving carrier liquid comprises a substance which is 
substantially non-absorptive relative to said carrier liq 
uid and means for thrusting said non-absorptive sub 
stance against said carrier liquid on said transfer drum. 

9. The system of claim 8 wherein said non-absorptive 
substance is air substantially saturated with vapors of 
the liquid toner vehicle and wherein said means for 
thrusting said non-absorptive substance against said 
carrier liquid is an air knife. 

vl0. A system for electrostatic printing as set forth in 
claim 5, wherein the means for removing the liquid 
from liquid toner suspension applied to the transfer 
drum surface comprises an air knife for blowing off the 
liquid while the suspended toner particles are electro 
statically retained against the surface of the drum. 

11. A system for electrostatic printing as set forth in 
claim 5, wherein the means for removing the liquid 
from liquid toner suspension applied to the transfer 
drum surface comprises an absorbent roller. 
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12. A system of electrostatic printing as set forth in 

claim 5, wherein is provided means for cleaning the 
‘ drum after transfer of a'developed image from the 
drum surface to a print receiving medium and means 
for removing any latent charge remaining on the insula 
tive drum surface whereby' the drum surface is pre 
pared for receiving and developing another electro 
static latent image. ' 

13. A system for electrostatic printing as set forth in 
claim 5,~ wherein the imaging station for establishing on 
the surface of the transfer drum an electrostatic latent 
image comprises: ' 
a multilayered apertured screen including at least an 

insulative layer and a conductive layer; 
means for establishing across the face of the screen 

a. double'layer charge electrostatic latent image 
providing internal'fringing ?elds within the aper 
tures of the screen of selected orientations and 
strengths for selectively blocking and enhancing a 
flow of charge particles vdirected through the aper 
tures and for selectively‘ controlling the ?ow- of 
charge particles over a continuous range in accor 
dance with the electrostatic latent image; 

means for transporting said screen in synchronism 
with the transfer surface; ‘ ’ 

and means for directing a line stream of charged par 
ticles through the screen in the direction of the 
transfer drum surface whereby the cross-section 
?ow density of the charged particle stream is mod 

' ulated in accordance with the con?guration of 
charges on the screen and-whereby the particle 

7 flow is deposited onthe transfer drum surface to 
form an electrostatic latent image of the desired 
con?guration. -' ' 

14. The system for electrostatic printing as set‘ forth 
in claim 5, wherein the imaging station for establishing 
on the surface of the transfer drum an electrostatic lag.‘ 
tent image comprises: > 
a multilayered aperture modulator comprising a layer 
of insulative material having a continuous conduc 
tive layer formed on one side thereof and a seg 
merited conductive layer formed onthe other side, 
with at least one row of apertures formed through 
the bar so that each segment of the segmented con 
ductive layer substantially surrounds one of the ap 
ertures and so that each aperture is separately elec 
trically addressable through the conductive seg 
ments, said multilayered apertured modulator posi 
tioned adjacent the surface of the drum and paral 
lel with the drum rotation‘axis; ' 

means for applying separate selected electrical po 
tential signals to the segments of the segmented 
conductive layer ‘and means for applying a selected 
?xed potential to the continuous 'conducti'veplayer; 

and means for directing a line stream of charged par 
ticles through the'modulator in the direction of the 
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transfer drum surface whereby the cross-sectional - 
flow. density of the charged particle stream is mod 
ulated in accordance with the potentials applied to 
the segments ofthe segmented conductive layer so 
that the particle ?ow is deposited on the transfer 
drum surface to form an electrostatic charged 
image of the desired con?guration. 

15. A system for electrostatic printing comprising: 
atransfer medium formed with an insulative outer 

surface; 
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an imaging station for establishing on the surface of 

the transfer medium, an electrostatic latent image, 
said imaging station comprising a multilayered ap 
ertured element including at least an insulative 
layer and a conductive layer, means for establish 
ing across the apertures, of the element double 
layer charges providing internal fringing ?elds 
within the aperture of the screen of selected orien 
tations and strengths for selectively blocking and 
enhancing a flow of charged particles directed 
through the‘apertures and for'selectively control 
ling the ?ow of charge particles over a continuous 
range in accordance with the charge potentials, 
means for placing said element in juxtaposition 
with the transfer medium surface, and means for 
directing a stream of charged particles through the 
apertures of the element in the direction of the 
transfer medium surface whereby the cross» 
sectional flow density of the charged particle 
stream is modulated in accordance with'the con?g 
uration of charges across the apertures of the ele 
ment whereby the particle flow is deposited on the 
transfer medium surface to form an electrostatic 
latent image of the desired con?guration; 

a developing station for applying to an electrostatic _ 
latent image formed on thesurface of the transfer 
medium a liquid toner suspension marking material 
comprising toner marking particles suspended in a 
liquid; - ' ' 

means for removing liquid ‘from liquid toner suspen 
sion deposited on the transfer medium surface 
thereby leaving toner particles on the transfer me 
dium surface in the charge con?guration of the 
electrostatic latent image; 

a roller formed with a surface of elastomeric material 
positioned adjacent the transfer medium; I 

means for feeding a print receiving medium between 
the roller and transfer medium; 

means for compressing the roller against the surface 
of the transfer medium and means for heating the 
roller, whereby the deposited toner on the transfer 
medium surface is melted and fixed to a print re 
ceiving medium in the con?guration of the electro-v 
static latent image. ' 

16. A system for electrostatic printing as set forth in 
claim 15, wherein the multilayered aperture element 
comprises a screen including a conductive layer and a 
photoconductive insulative layer, and wherein is pro 
vided means for establishing across the face of the 
screen a double ' layered charge electrostatic latent 
image comprising means for depositing a substantially 
uniform charge across the photoconductive insulative 
layers, means for applying voltage biases to the conduc 
tive layer, and means for projecting an image. to be re 
produced onto the photoconductive insulating layer. 

17. in a system for electrostatic printing, the combi- - 
nation comprising: 
a transfer medium formed with a hard durable photo 

inert insulative outer surface; ‘ 
imaging means for establishing an electrostatic latent 
image on the surface of said transfer medium; 

developing means for applying toner marking parti 
cles to said electrostatic latent image on said trans 
fer- medium to develop such image; 

printing means for contact applying a sheet of paper 
' or the like to the‘developed image on said transfer 

' medium; and 
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fusing means for simultaneously applying heat and 
pressure to paper at said printing station while 
said paper is contact applied to said developed 
image on said transfer medium. W 

18. In a system for electrostatic printing, the combi 
nation comprising: 
a transfer medium formed with a hard, durable, pho 

toinert insulative outer surface; ' 
imaging means including a multi-layered apertured 
element having at least an insulative layer and a 
conductive layer, means for providing layers of 
charge on opposed surfaces of said insulative layer 
for establishing fringing ?elds of selected strengths 

‘ ' within the apertures of said element, and means for 
directing a stream of ions through said apertures in 
the direction of said transfer medium whereby said 
ion stream is modulated by said fringing ?elds to 
form an electrostatic latent image on said outer 
surface of said transfer medium; 

developing means for applying toner marking parti 
cles to said electrostatic latent image on said trans 
fer medium to develop such image; . 

printing means for contact applying a sheet of paper 
or the like to the developed image on said transfer 

. medium; 
and fusing means for simultaneously applying heat 
andpressure to paper at said printing station while 
contact applied to said developed image on said 
transfer medium. . 

19. The combination recited in claim 18 wherein said 
developing means includes means for applying toner 
?uid to said electrostatic latent image. 

20. The combination recited in claim 19 wherein said 
toner fluid is comprised of solid toner marking particles 
in a carrier ?uid. > 
21. The combination recited in claim 19 wherein said 

carrier ?uid consists of a non-conductive liquid. 
22. The combination recited in claim 21 further com 

prising means for removing said liquid carrier ?uid 
' from said developed image before paper is applied 
thereto by said printing means. I 

23. The combination recited in claim 22 wherein said 
liquid removing means comprises a substance-which is 
substantially non-absorptive relative to said liquid car 
rier ?uid and means for thrusting said non-absorptive 
substance against said carrier liquid on said transfer 
medium to separate said liquid from said toner parti 
cles. ' 

g 24. The combination recited in claim 23 wherein said 
non-absorptive substance is a gaseous substance sub 
stantially saturated with vapors of the liquid toner vehi 
cle and wherein said thwsting means is a jet. 

’ 25. The combination recited in'claim 23 wherein said 
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non-absorptive substance is substantially saturated air 
and wherein said thrusting means is an‘ air knife. 

26. The combination recited in claim 22 wherein said 
liquid removal means removes said carrier liquid from 
said developed'image without appreciable evaporation. 

27. The combination recited in claim 22 wherein said 
carrier liquid is substantially non-volatile. 

28. The combination recited in claim 18 wherein said 
fusing means includes a heated roller having a deform‘ 
able surface and means for biasing said roller against 
paper on said transfer medium. 

29. The combination recited in claim 18 wherein said 
fusing means includes a heated roller having a deform 
able surface and means for biasing said roller against 
paper on said transfer medium. 

30. The combination recited in claim 19 wherein said 
fusing means includes a heated roller having a deform 
able surface and means for biasing said roller against 
paper on'said transfer medium. 

31. The combination recited in claim 20 wherein said 
fusing meansincludes a heated roller having a deform 
able surface and meansfor biasing said roller against 
paper on said transfer medium. 

32. The combination recited in claim 21 wherein said 
fusing means includes a heated roller having a deform 
able surface and means for biasing said roller against 
paper on said transfer medium. 

33. The combination recited in claim 22 wherein said 
fusing means includes a heated roller having a deform 
able surface and means for biasing said roller against 
paper on said transfer medium. _ 

34. The combination recited in claim 23 wherein said 
fusing means includes a heated roller having a deform 
able surface and means for biasing said roller against 
paper on said transfer medium. 

35. The combination recited in claim 24 wherein said 
I fusing means includes a heated roller having a deform 
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able surface and means for biasing said roller against 
paper on said transfer medium. 

36. The combination recited in claim 25 wherein said 
fusing means includes a heated roller having a deform 
able surface and means for biasing said roller against 
paper on said transfer medium. . 

37. The combination recited in claim 26 wherein said 
fusing means includes a heated roller having a deform 
able surface and means for biasing said roller against 
paper on said transfer medium. I 

38. The combination recited in claim 27 wherein said 
fusing means includes a heated roller having a deform 
able surface and means for biasing said roller against 
paper on said transfer medium. 
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